Materials List

The Pattern – Paxson (No. 3023), by Seamwork

The printed Paxson pattern will be provided to students as part of the class. Students will also receive an electronic copy + license of the Paxson pattern. This is covered in the $25 materials fee.

Paxson is a unisex, knit pullover. This fitted pullover has a crew neck, waistband, and cuffed raglan sleeves. The class will learn how to make this as a lightweight top for warmer weather or a heavier top for cooler weather. Pattern sizes include XS-2XL.

https://www.seamwork.com/catalog/paxson

Fabric

MAIN FABRIC: Stable knit fabrics such as double knit, ponte knit, sweater knit, or French terry, with a minimum of 50% stretch.

CONTRAST FABRIC (optional): Felted, leather, or woven fabric for the elbow patches.

Students are responsible for purchasing their own fabric(s).

Procreate App for iPad

Students who want to learn how to create continuous design images for fabric are responsible for providing their own iPad, Apple Pencil, and purchasing the Procreate app. Students can choose to opt out of this portion of the class.

Sewing Equipment & Notions

Sewing machine

All-purpose polyester sewing thread (two spools of the same color)

Ballpoint needle

Twin needle

Sewing tools: Scissors, pins, seam ripper, measuring tape, iron, ironing surface

Serger with thread (optional)

Leather needle (optional)

Seamwork guide on how to sew knits without a serger:

https://www.seamwork.com/magazine/2015/06/knits-without-a-serger